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Abstract

Much of information sits in an unprecedented amount of text data. Managing allocation of these large
scale text data is an important problem for many areas. Topic modeling performs well in this problem. The
traditional generative models (PLSA,LDA) are the state-of-the-art approaches in topic modeling and most
recent research on topic generation has been focusing on improving or extending these models. However,
results of traditional generative models are sensitive to the number of topics K, which must be specified
manually and determines the rank of solution space for topic generation. The problem of generating topics
from corpus resembles community detection in networks. Many effective algorithms can automatically
detect communities from networks without a manually specified number of the communities. Inspired by
these algorithms, in this paper, we propose a novel method named Hierarchical Latent Semantic Mapping
(HLSM), which automatically generates topics from corpus. HLSM calculates the association between
each pair of words in the latent topic space, then constructs a unipartite network of words with this
association and hierarchically generates topics from this network. We apply HLSM to several document
collections and the experimental comparisons against several state-of-the-art approaches demonstrate the
promising performance.
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1. Introduction

Managing large allocation of documents has become

a popular challenge in many fields. Topic modeling,

which assigns topics to documents, offers a promis-

ing solution for this challenge.

Topic models generate topics from a set of

documents and assign topics to these documents.

Based on these topics we can solve problems on

cross-domain text classification1,2, understanding

text clustering3,4, text recommendation5, and other

related text data applications6. There has been an ex-

ceptional amount of research on topic-model algo-

rithms. Although there exists extraordinary research

on topic-model, most of them focus on generative

models underlying PLSI 7 and LDA 8.

PLSA and LDA are highly modular and can

therefore be easily extended. PLSA model assumes
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the topics of each document follow a multinomial

distribution and treats each topic as a multinomial

distribution over the words. LDA model proposed a

Dirichlet prior for the topic distributions of the doc-

uments and a Dirichlet prior for the words distribu-

tions of the topics. The LDA model is essentially the

Bayesian version of PLSA model.

Since LDA’s introduction, there is much research

based on it. The Correlated Topic Model Advances
9 follows this approach, inducing a correlation struc-

ture between topics by using the logistic normal dis-

tribution instead of the Dirichlet. Another extension

is the hierarchical LDA 10, where topics are joined

together in a hierarchy by using the nested Chi-

nese restaurant process. 11 explores several classes

of structured priors for topic models, and find that

an asymmetric Dirichlet prior over the document-

topic distributions has substantial advantages over a

symmetric prior, while an asymmetric prior over the

topic-word distributions provides no real benefit.

The generative models allow sets of observations

to be explained by unobserved groups that explain

why some parts of the data are similar. In this prob-

lem, observations are the form of co-occurrences of

words and documents. Generative models estimate

the probability of each co-occurrence as a mixture

of conditionally independent multinomial distribu-

tions (p(w|t) and p(d|t)). For both LDA and PLSI,

the optimization goal is to find the global maximum

of a likelihood function. Much study of disordered

systems in physics has been focusing on this op-

timization problem too 12. If we make this prob-

lem simpler, in which one word belong to one topic,

then topic modeling will be similar to the problem

of fitting stochastic block models to complex net-

works 13,14.

A research on the validity of LDA optimization

algorithms for inferring topic models proposes that

current implementations of LDA have low valid-

ity 15. They conduct a controlled analysis of topic-

model algorithms for highly specified sets of syn-

thetic data, and there analysis reveals that standard

techniques for likelihood optimization are signifi-

cantly hindered by the roughness of the likelihood-

function landscape. Their paper also proposes a

simple network approach to topic modeling named

Topic Mapping. TopicMapping constructs a unipar-

tite network of words by connecting words with their

co-occurrence, then clusters the words. However the

unipartite network in Topic Mapping is simple and

not closely related to the problem of topic genera-

tion, and TopicMapping treats every cluster of the

words as a topic, which is rough.

In this paper we propose a novel approach named

Hierarchical Latent Semantic Mapping (HLSM) for

topic generation. HLSM calculates the similarity

of each pair of words for latent topics based on

the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the co-

occurrences of words and documents. Then con-

structs a unipartite network of words with this sim-

ilarity and hierarchically separates the network into

clusters using the Hierarchical Map Equation algo-

rithm 16 . Every cluster can be seem as a topic, then

refine these initial topics using a PLSA-like likeli-

hood optimization.

The contribution of this paper can be summa-

rized as follows:

• Propose a novel approach to constructing network

of words closely related to the latent topic space.

• Adapt approaches from community detection in

networks to initial hierarchical topic generation,

and also propose a method to further refine the

topics.

• To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed ap-

proach, we conducted experiments on several

real-world text data sets. The experimental results

demonstrate that our approach provides greatly

improvements in terms of documents classifica-

tion.

2. Problem of standard topic-model algorithms

The core assumption of standard topic-model algo-

rithms is that a corpus consisted of N documents.

And each document is generated by the process-

ing selecting one topic from K topics with prob-

ability p(topic|doc) then selecting one word from

Nw distinct words with probability p(word|topic).
Then, our problem is translated to estimate NK
probabilities p(topic|doc) and KNw probabilities

p(word—topic). LDA and PLSI both aim to es-

timate the values of these probabilities with the
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highest likelihood of generating the corpus 7,8,17,18.

Thus, the inference problem is transformed to an op-

timization problem 19. But there exist many compet-

ing models with nearly identical likelihoods. Due

to the high degeneracy of the likelihood landscape,

standard optimization algorithms will more likely

infer different models after different optimization

runs than infer the model with the highest likeli-

hood,as has been previously reported 19,11.

Meanwhile, selecting the number of topics K is

one of the most problematic modeling choices in fi-

nite topic modeling. There is no effective method

for choosing K or evaluating the probability of held-

out data for various values of K so far. And degree

to which LDA is robust to a poor setting of K is not

well-understood 11. Ideally, if LDA has sufficient

topics to model the data set well, an increase in K
would not have a impact on the assignments of to-

kens to topics –i.e., the additional topics should be

used with low frequency. For example, if twenty

topics is adequacy to exactly model the data, then in-

ferred topic assignments would not be significantly

affected by increasing the number of topics to fifty.

If this is the case, using large K would not have a

improvement on the inference. In another words, we

still need a robust K. Actually, K could be seem as

the rank of the solution space for topic generation.

Setting K is same as manually selecting the rank of

the solution space, which is obviously not reason-

able.

If we think about a easy problem, in which one

word can only belongs to one topic. Generating top-

ics from corpus closely approximates to the process-

ing of community detection in networks. A sub-

stantial amount of work in the area of community

detection in networks has proposed effective algo-

rithms to reveal the struct of the network only us-

ing the original information of the network without

other prior knowledge. So we create a network of

words in the corpus and detecting the communities

of the network as the initial guess for topics, then

refine these coarse topics.

3. Hierarchical Latent Semantic Mapping

Hierarchical Latent Semantic Mapping (HLSM) is

a network approach to topic modeling. Similar to

the well-known topic models, each document is rep-

resented as a mixture over latent topics. The key

feature that distinguishes the HLSM model from the

existing topic models is that HLSM directly clusters

words and defines each cluster as a topic, then re-

fines these initial topics, thus HLSM estimates the

probability distributions p(word|topic) in a novel

process.

The HLSM model infers topics as the following

steps:

Fig. 1. Illustration of the HLSM algorithm.

step 1. Construct the unipartite network.we calcu-

late the association between each pair of

words that co-occur in at least one docu-

ment. Then we construct the unipartite net-

work in which words are connected with the

association above the threshold.

step 2. Clustering of words hierarchically.The

words in the unipartite network are con-

nected by the association in the latent topic

space. Naturally we suppose that topics in

the corpus will give rise to communities of

words in the network. Thus we use the Hi-
erarchical Map Equation 16 to detect the

communities. And in most of corpus, top-

ics come in the form of multiple levels of

abstraction. Abstract topic consists of sev-

eral concrete topics. Thus we detect some

massive communities corresponding to the

abstract topics, then we detect minor com-

munities, which correspond to the concrete
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topics, from the massive communities. We

take the communities as a prior guess for

the number of topics and word composi-

tion of each of the topics used to generate

the documents.It is worth noting that we do

not set the number of levels and the number

of communities for each level. Hierarchi-

cal Map Equation can reveal the multilevel

organization in the network of words auto-

matically.

step 3. Refine the prior guess. After the last level of

clustering of words, one may get some sin-

gle communities of words, and in the step

2, one may get some single words not in the

network. Thus the prior topics detected in

step 2 are rough, we refine the topics using a

PLSA-like likelihood optimization.

3.1. Construct the unipartite network

The association between words must be closely re-

lated to the topics to ensure the validity of cluster-

ing words based on this network. But the topics are

latent, and all observations are the words collected

into documents. If we assigns topics to documents

artificially with prior human knowledge, one can ob-

serve that documents share the same topics also are

more likely to share some words. Naturally we can

believe that the words co-occur in many documents

share the same topic, in another word these words

are more similar in the latent topic space. To calcu-

late the association between words in the latent topic

space. Like the core idea of Latent Semantic Analy-

sis (LSI), we map words to a vector space of reduced

dimensionality based on a Singular Value Decompo-
sition (SVD) of the co-occurrence matrix M, which

each row i corresponds to a word, each column j to
a document in which the word appeared, and each

matrix entry Mi j corresponds to the number of oc-

currences of word i in document j.
Starting with the standard SVD given by

M =UΣV t , (1)

the diagonal matrix Σ contains the singular values

of M. The approximation of M is computed by set-

ting all but the largest K singular values in Σ to zero

(= Σ̃), which is rank K optimal in the sense of the

L2-matrix norm.

One obtains the approximation

M̃ =U Σ̃V t ≈UΣV t = M, (2)

The corresponding low-dimensional latent vec-

tors will typically not be sparse, while the original

high-dimensional Matrix M is sparse. This implies

that one can calculate meaningful association values

between pairs of words in the latent topic space. In

HLSM, we calculate the cosine similarity between

the rows of U Σ̃ as the association of each pair of

words in the latent topic space, and connects word i
and j with this association S(i, j) :

W =U Σ̃,S(i, j) =
〈Wi ·Wj〉

‖Wi‖ · ‖Wj‖ .

Fig. 2. The connections in HLSM and TopicMapping.

As shown in in Fig. 2, for the reports about the

UEFA, the value of connection between “Messi” and

“prove” in Topic Mapping is higher than the connec-

tion between “Messi” and “UEFA” or the connec-

tion between “Messi” and “Cristiano”. Actually, for

topics generation, we want the value of connection

between “Messi” and “UEFA” for documents about

the UEFA higher than other connections. In HLSM

the value of connections are more valid than Topic

Mapping for topics generation.

After calculating all the values of connections.

Suppose that the association values between some

pair of words are so low that we presume these con-

nections are noise. One can set a threshold of q to

purne the connections lower than q.
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3.2. Clustering words hierarchically

In most of corpus, the structure of topics is not sim-

ple and always can be multiple levels. Some con-

crete topics sit under a same abstract topic. For ex-

ample, words in a corpus focusing on “soccer” might

be drawn from the topics “stars”, “matches”, “his-

tory of soccer”, etc.

We construct the network of words based on the

association between words in the latent topic space.

If the original structure of topics is multiple levels,

the network should also have a multilevel structure.

To reveal communities at multiple levels, we choose

the Hierarchical Map Equation 16. It is worth not-

ing that we do not set the number of levels and the

number of communities for each level. Instead Hi-

erarchical Map Equation can reveal the multilevel

organization in the network of words automatically.

The Map Equation proposed the duality between

finding community structure in networks and mini-

mizing the specification length of a random walker’s

movements on a network. For a given network par-

tition, the map equation definiens the limit L(M) of

how laconic one can describe the trajectory of this

random walk in theory.

The core idea of map equation is that if the ran-

dom walker tends to stay in some blocks of the net-

work for a long time, the code used for specification

can be compressed. Therefore, when the proxy for

real flow random walk in the network, estimating the

minimum map equation over all possible network

partitions could reveals the structure of the network

with respect to the dynamics on the network.

In our problem, for a hierarchical network M of

n nodes, each node corresponds to one word, seg-

mentated into m modules. There is a a submap Mi

with mi submodules in one modules. Correspond-

ingly, there is a submap Mi j with mi j submodules in

each each submodule i j, and so on.

The corresponding hierarchical map equation is

L(M) = qswitchH(Q)+
m

∑
i=1

L(Mi) (3)

with the specification length of submap Mi at inter-

mediary levels given by

L(Mi) = qi
switchH(Qi)+

mi

∑
j=1

L(Mi j) (4)

and at the final modular level by

L(Mi j...k) = pi j...k
inH(Pi j...k) (5)

Weight of codebook depends on the rate of use

of it, and L(M) is the sum of average length of

codewords for each codebook. H(Q) is the average

length of codewords in the index codebook accord-

ing to the rate of use of it, while the entropy terms

depends on the rate at which the codebooks are used.

On any given step the random walker switches the

first level modules at probability of qswitch, while

qswitch is the rate of index codebook is used.

At each submodule level, H(Qi) is the average

length of the codewords according to the using rate

in the subindex codebook and qi
switch is the rate of

codeword use for entering the mi submodules or ex-

iting to a higher level. At the last level, H(Pi j...k)
is the average length of the codewords according

to the using rate in the submodule codebook and

pi j...k
in is the rate of codeword use for visiting nodes

in submodules i j...k or exiting to other submodules.

The problem of seeking the hierarchical structure

that best represents the structure is translated to find-

ing the hierarchical partition of the network with the

minimum map equation. Fig.3 illustrates an exam-

ple for map equation.

Fig. 3. Example for Minimizing the map equation over all

network partitions gives an optimal clustering of the net-

work with respect to the dynamics on the network.

In this example we can assume that all weights

for connections in the network are equal, thus all
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rates can be calculated by counting links and nor-

malizing. The specification length for an unparti-

tioned network is −log2(1/18) = 4.17bits. After

the network is partitioned, the codewords of the first

level modules are used at a total rate qswitch = 2
50

( There are 25 lines in the network and 50 possi-

ble moves when considering direction, while only 2

moves can switch between the first level module.),

while relative rates Q = 1
2
, 1

2
. And Q1 = 2

8
, 2

8
, 3

8
, 1

8
,

noticing that there is a rate at 1
8

random walker ex-

isting to Module 2, while q1
switch is 8

50
. Thus L(M)

is:

L(M) = qswitchH(Q)+

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

q1
switchH(Q1)+

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

p11
in H(P11)

p12
in H(P12)

p13
in H(P13)

q2
switchH(Q2)+

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

p21
in H(P21)

p22
in H(P22)

p23
in H(P23)

L(M) = 0.04 bits + 0.61bits + 2.54 bits = 3.19 bits .

3.3. Refine the prior guess

Once the network is built, we detect clusters (same

as the modules detected by Hierarchical Map Equa-
tion) of highly associated words using the Hierar-
chical Map Equation. After the last level of cluster-

ing, we get a hard partition of words, meaning that

words can only belong to a single cluster. Actually

a word may have multiple senses and multiple types

of usage in different context. Consequently if we

simply define every cluster as a topic, these rough

topics can not provide a reasonable probabilistic in-

terpretation of the corpus in terms of the latent topic

space. Therefore we propose a method to further re-

fine these rough topics.

We now discuss how we can compute the dis-

tributions p(topic|doc) and p(word|topic), given a

partition of words. In the prior partition of words,

we define every cluster as a topic. In fact, each word

in the network can sit in only one module after the

Hierarchical Map Equation processing. Therefore,

p(t|w) = δt,w . δt,w = 1 only if the word w sits in the

module, which corresponds to the topic t . For other

topics t , δt,w = 0 . Noticing that in this step word w
can only belongs to one topic t, so p(w, t) = p(w) ,

thus:

p(w|t)= p(w)
∑w p(w)×δt,w

and p(t|d)= 1

Ld
∑
w

wd
wδt,w.

(6)

Ld is the number of words in document d, wd
w is the

number of times word w occurs in the document d.

It is also useful to introduce n(w, t) = LC × p(w, t),
which is the number of times topic t was chosen and

word w was drawn.LC is the number of the words in

the corpus. So far, the PLSA-like likelihood of our

model is:

L = log(∏
w,d

p(w,d)) = log(∏
w,d

∑
t

p(w|t)p(t|d))

= ∑
d

∑
w

wd
w × log(∑

t
p(w|t)p(t|d)) .

(7)

We can improve this likelihood by simply mak-

ing documents more specific to fewer topics. For

that our optimization algorithm simply finds, for

each document, words assigned with some infre-

quent topics and reassigns the most significant topic

in that document to these words.

1. For each document d, we find the most signifi-
cant topic ts with the smallest p-value, consid-

ering a null model where each word is inde-

pendently sampled from topic t with probabil-

ity p(t) = ∑w p(w)p(t|w). Calling x the num-

ber of words which actually come from topic t,
(x = Ld × p(t|d) , see Eq . (6) ) , the p-value of

topic t is then computed using a binomial distri-

bution, B(x;Ld, p(t)). Obviously p-value repre-

sents the significance of the word better than x,

which only depends on the p(t|d).
2. For each document d, recall that after the step

2 we may get some single words not in the net-

work. We simply assign these words to the most

significant topic ts and we can calculate a base-

line of the PLSA-like likelihood L(see Eq .(7)).

3. For each document d, we define the infrequent
topics tin simply as those which occur with proba-

bility smaller than a parameter: p(tin|d)< η . We

assign the most significant topic ts to the words

which belong to the all infrequent topics tin. The
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p(ts|d) will be incremented by the sum of all

p(tin|d), while all p(tin|d) are set to zero. Simi-

larly, n(w, tin)(see above) will be decreased by wd
w

for each word w which belongs to an infrequent

topic, and n(w, ts) is increased accordingly.

4. After previous step for all document, we com-

pute:

p(w|t) = n(w, t)
∑w n(w, t)

(8)

and the likelihood of model, Lη , where we made

explicit its dependency on η . We pick the model

with maximum Lη by looping over all possible

values of η (from 0% to 50% with steps of 1%).

HLSM estimates the probabilities p(w|t) and

p(t) = ∑w p(w)p(t|w) from training data set, and

calculates p(t|w) = p(t)p(w|t)
p(w) , for a new document

from held out data set, p(w|t) won’t be changed,

p(t|d) can be calculated by :

p(t|d) = ∑w p(t|w)
Ld

(9)

HLSM fixed the probabilities p(w|t) and p(t) af-

ter the training process, and hence is plagued by

overfitting. It will be a shortcoming of the HLSM

model, when the scale of the training data set is

small.

4. Experimental Evaluations

HLSM is a topic model towards collections of text

corpora. It can be applied to lots of applications such

as classifying, clustering, filtering, information re-

trieval and related areas. Follow Blei’s idea 8, in this

section, we investigate two important applications:

document modeling and document classification.

4.1. Document Modeling

The goal of document modeling is to generalize the

trained model from the training dataset to a new

dataset. The documents in the corpora are unlabeled,

our goal is density estimation, thus we wish to obtain

high likelihood on a held-out test set. In particular,

we computed the perplexity of a held-out test set to

evaluate the models. Models which yield a lower

perplexity are considered to achieve a better gener-

alization performance because the model is less sur-

prised by a portion of the datasets which the model

have never seen before. Formally, for a test set of M
documents, the perplexity is defined as:

perplexity(Dtest) = exp
{−∑M

i=1 logp(di)

∑M
i=1 Li

}
(10)

Table 1. Data Sets Generated from 20Newsgroups.

Data set Domain

Comp and Sci

comp.graphics

comp.sys.mac.hardware

sci.crypt

sci.med

Comp and Talk

comp.os.ms-windows.misc

comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware

talk.politics.mideast

talk.politics.misc

Comp and Rec

comp.graphics

comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware

rec.motorcycles

rec.sport.baseball

Sci and Rec

sci.crypt

sci.med

rec.autos

rec.sport.baseball

Talk and Rec

talk.politics.mideast

talk.politics.misc

rec.autos

rec.sport.baseball

Talk and Sci

talk.politics.misc

talk.religion.misc

sci.crypt

sci.med

We conduct this experiment on a subset of the

20Newsgroups data set, which has been widely

used for evaluating the performance of cross-

domain text classification algorithms. It contains

nearly 20,000 newsgroup documents which have

been evenly partitioned into 20 different news-

groups. We chose 3878 documents (we filtered

some little documents) from domain comp.graphics,

com.sys.mac.hardware, sci.crypt, and sci.med as our

dataset used in the evaluation. We held out 20%
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of the corpus for test purpose and trained the mod-

els on the remaining 80%. In data preprocessing,

we removed 163 stop words in standard list and the

words occurrences less than 3 times from each cor-

pus. We compare HLSM against PLSA, asymmetric

LDA and TopicMapping. The initial α for asymmet-

ric LDA was set to 0.01 for all topics.

Fig. 4. Perplexity comparisons on the 20Newsgroups

dataset.

Fig. 4 shows the perplexity results where the

number of the topics varies from 5 to 100. As can

be seen, the HLSM model achieves slight improve-

ment in terms of perplexity, while TopicMapping is

close to asymmetric LDA. Experiment shows that

the prior guess of HLSM makes great difference on

the topic generation.

Table 3 presents the examples of top 12 extracted

topics on data set Comp and Sci, some topics with

lower probability were not exhibited. We sorted the

words with the learned topic-word probability. By

examining the topical words, we can observe that

the words in the same topic are always semantically

relevant. For example, Topic 1 is about Mac hard-

ware, and one domain in the data set Comp and Sci

is comp.sys.mac.hardware, respectively. It is note-

worthy that, some topics look similar in abstract

level, but there are still some distinctions between

them. For instance, words in Topic 2 and Topic 4

are semantically relevant but Topic 2 is more related

to medical treatment, while Topic 4 probably de-

scribes some reports about disease. The result shows

that our method can effectively identify the correla-

tions between domain-specific features from differ-

ent domains. Furthermore, our method can extracted

narrow topics under the level of domain. And we

conduct the next experiment on the whole 20News-

groups data set.

4.2. Document classification

In the text classification problem, topic models are

wished to classify a document into two or more mu-

tually exclusive classes. The choice of features is

a challenging aspect of the document classification

problem. By representing the documents in terms of

latent topic space, the topic models can generate the

probabilities p(t|d). If one use the vector of p(t|d)
as the feature of documents to fix the text classifica-

tion problem, the probabilities vector generated by

the most effective model can perform better than the

probabilities vector generated by other models.

To test the effectiveness of HLSM, we compared

it with the following representative topic models.

1. PLSA

2. symmetric LDA

3. asymmetric LDA

4. TopicMapping

We generated six cross-domain text data sets

from 20Newsgroups by utilizing its labeled struc-

ture. There are 4 fields in each data set, Table 1

summarizes the data sets generated from 20News-

groups. To make the classification problem more

effective and convincing, the task was defined as a

multi-label classification.

In these experiments, we estimated the proba-

bilities p(t|d) using the above topic models on all

the documents of each data sets, and used the vec-

tor of probabilities p(t|d) as the only features to

train a support vector machine (SVM) for multi-

label classification. For each data set, 20% of the

documents were held out as the test data and we

trained a SVM for multi-label classification with the

remaining 80% labeled documents. We used these

classifiers to predict the class labels of unlabeled

documents in the test data. Notice that there were 4

field in each data set, the classification process was

considered as correct only if the document was clas-

sified into the original field.
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Table 2. The Test Classification Accuracy on The Data Sets
Generated from 20Newsgroups.

Data set PLSA LDA asymmetric LDA TopicMapping HLSM

Comp and Sci 0.761 0.771 0.792 0.831 0.855
Comp and Talk 0.785 0.790 0.813 0.846 0.871
Comp and Rec 0.770 0.776 0.781 0.834 0.853

Sci and Rec 0.724 0.723 0.767 0.803 0.822
Talk and Rec 0.811 0.802 0.832 0.821 0.876
Talk and Sci 0.804 0.811 0.839 0.847 0.867

Average 0.766 0.779 0.804 0.834 0.857

Table 3. Examples of Top 12 Topics Extracted by HLSM on
Data Set Comp and Sci.

topic: 1 topic: 2 topic: 3 topic: 4 topic: 5 topic: 6

p(t) : 0.0801275 p(t) : 0.067205 p(t) : 0.0661541 p(t) : 0.0619122 p(t) : 0.0606786 p(t) : 0.0600079

mac doctor clipper medic food imag

doe patient phone health msg jpeg

system vitamin chip 1993 diet file

speed medic encrypt diseas eat format

price candida govern hiv weight gif

hardware treatment onli report effect program

topic: 7 topic: 8 topic: 9 topic: 10 topic: 11 topic: 12

p(t) : 0.0561931 p(t) : 0.0557023 p(t) : 0.0507203 p(t) : 0.0462584 p(t) : 0.0454941 p(t) : 0.0440686

imag drive key anonym nsa 3d

data disk encrypt email writes graphic

system system messag internet govern file

packag work secur post articl object

sourc scsi pgp comput david ray

code machin attack inform trust model

We did the same data preprocessing as above,

and the number of topics in each data set for LDA,

PLSA, and asymmetric LDA was set to 4. Table 2

summarizes the classification performance on each

data set, the first three row shows the best accuracy

while the number of topics for LDA, PLSA, and

asymmetric LDA varies. The last row of the table

shows the average accuracy over all data sets. From

the table we can observe that HLSM outperformed

all other topic models on six data sets.

Table 3 presents the examples of top 12 extracted

topics on data set Comp and Sci, there remained

some topics with lower probability were not exhib-

ited. We sorted the words with the learned topic-

word probability. By examining the topical words,

we can observe that the words in the same topic are

always semantically relevant. For example, Topic

1 is about Mac hardware, and one domain in the

data set Comp and Sci is comp.sys.mac.hardware,

respectively. It is noteworthy that, some topics

look similar, but they have distinction. For in-

stance, words in Topic 2 and Topic 4 are semanti-

cally relevant but Topic 1 is more related to med-

ical treatment, while Topic 2 probably describing

some reports about disease. The result shows that

our method can effectively identify the correlations

between domain-specific features from different do-

mains. Furthermore, our method can extracted nar-

row topics under the level of domain.

5. Conclusion

A topic model HLSM is presented in this paper to

apply an approach from the area of community de-

tection to topic generation. We apply the HLSM

model to several document collections for docu-

ment modeling and document clustering, and the ex-

perimental comparisons against state-of-the-art ap-

proaches demonstrate the promising performance.

Especially the examples of words with top proba-

bility p(word|topic) prove that topics generated by

HLSM could be distinguished at a fine level.
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Our work did not focus on the idea of the stan-

dard topic-model algorithms, which try to generated

topics in a solution space with manually specified

rank. HLSM automatically generates topics by re-

vealing the struct of the network consists of words in

the corpus. Particularly, plenty of work in the area

of community detection focus on stochastic block

models, which tries to reveal community structure

in networks. We believe this work, which is simi-

lar to topic model in spirit, would offer new insights

into topic modeling.
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